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The abundant crops at left in this May 1941 photograph underscore the significance of irrigation in
the West and stand in sharp contrast to the juniper and sagebrush aridity at right, which overlooks
the San Juan River as it winds its way through northwestern New Mexico. Courtesy of Rio Grande
Collections, New Mexico State University.

How the Settlers Farmed: Hispanic
Villages and Irrigation Systems in
Early Sierra County, 1850-1900
JOHN P. WILSON

Scholars have examined the Hispanic communities of northern New
Mexico from a number of standpoints, viewing them as isolated rural
villages that survived for centuries through a dependence upon subsistence agriculture and stock raising, often with a community land
grant as a land base.! At the time of American occupation in 1846,
these settlements were still largely confined to the upper Rio Grande
and Pecos River valleys. In southern New Mexico the l30-mile stretch
below San Antonio to Dona Ana remained uninhabited. Raiding bands
of Southern Apache and Navajo Indians claimed that country.
John P. Wilson of Las Cruces is a professional consultant in historical and archaeological research. Wilson holds a doctorate in anthropology from Harvard University
and is author of two books, including his most recent work, Merchants, Guns, and Monl?lf:
The Saga of Lincoln County and Its Wars, which won the Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award
from the Historical Society of New Mexico.
1. Representative works include, Olen Leonard and C. P. Loomis, Culture of a Contemporary Rural Community: £1 Cerrito, New Mexico (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Agriculture, 1941); George I. Sanchez, Forgotten People (Albuquerque: Calvin Horn,
1967); E. Boyd, Popular Arts of Spanish New Mexico (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico
Press, 1974); Alfredo Jimenez Nunez, Los Hispanos de Nuevo Mexico (Sevilla: Universidad
de Sevilla, 1974); Frances Leon Swadesh, Los Primeros Pobladores: Hispanic Americans of
the Ute Frontier (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1974); Marta Weigle, ed.,
Hispanic Villages of Northern New Mexico (Santa Fe: Lightning Tree Press, 1975); Oakah L.
Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos: Spanish Settlers on the Northern Frontier of New Spain (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1979).
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The Rio Grande Valley south of Socorro to the site of Paraje, New
Mexico, is a broad corridor well-suited for farming at many locations.
Below Paraje the valley width narrows to a half mile or less, and the
river loops from side to side within these confines, forming a small
bottom in a bend every few miles. Travelers during the late 1840s·
accurately called this a wild and broken country. Below Caballo Dam
the river valley widens again. Before dams regulated its flow, the river
in southern New Mexico sometimes ran dry during summer and fall. 2
Travelers' accounts, together with early hydrogeographic studies and
a series of topographic map sheets produced by the U.S. Reclamation
Service in 1908, are the principal sources of information about the valley
now covered by Elephant Butte and Caballo reservoirs.
West of the river, valleys tributary to the Rio Grande are straight,
narrow, and deeply incised into the old basin floors that now form the
plains covering much of western Sierra County. From north to south
these valleys are the Canada Alamosa or Alamosa Creek, Cuchillo Negro Creek, Palomas Creek, Arroyo Seco, Las Animas Creek, Percha
Creek, Trujillo Canyon, Tierra Blanca Creek, and Berrenda Creek. Most
valleys have steep, gravelly sides and flat bottoms, with permanent
springs in their headwaters and running streams for short distances.
In the mid-nineteenth century only Palomas Creek offered a perennial
flow all the way to the Rio Grande. 3 There are no tributaries on the
eastern side of the river. The creosotebush now dominant on the plains
is probably a successor to semidesert grassland depleted by overgrazing. Early explorers also spoke of junipers and oaks on the hills bounding the Rio Grande Valley. Cottonwoods and willows once dominated
2. William H. Emory, "Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, from Fort Leavenworth,
in Missouri, to San Diego, in California," House Exec. Doc. 41, 30th Cong., 1st sess.,
53-57; F. H. Newell, "Hydrography of the Arid Regions," in John W. Powell, Twelfth
Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey to the Secretary of the Interior, 1890-'91,
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1891), 272-79; International (Water)
Boundary Commission, Proceedings of International (Water) Boundary Commission, United
States and Mexico, Treaties of 1884 and 1889 (2 vols., Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1903), II: 285, 295-300; Ralph P. Bieber, ed., Exploring Southwestern Trails
1846-1854 (Glendale: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1938), 87-92.
3. F. H. Newell, Report on Agriculture By Irrigation in the Western Part of the United
States at the Eleventh Census: 1890 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1894),
200; International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, II: 285, 294; Herbert W. Yeo, Report
on Irrigation in the Rio Grande Basin in Texas Above Ft. Quitman and in New Mexico During
1907, 1920 & 1928 (4 vols., Santa Fe: Office of the State. Engineer, 1928), I: 172-74; George
Townsend Harley, The Geology and Ore Deposits of Sierra County, New Mexico (Socorro:
New Mexico State Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, 1934), 18-23; William G. B.
Carson, ed., "William Carr Lane, Diary," New Mexico Historical Review, 39 (October 1964),
274.
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sections of the river valley while cottonwood, alder, ash, and walnut
bordered Las Animas Creek and portions of Las Palomas and Cuchillo
Negro creeks. 4
This portion of the Rio Grande Valley, in what is now Sierra County,
witnessed a major expansion of Hispanic settlement during the nineteenth century, a movement that has escaped notice until very recently.5 The advance downstream from the Socorro-San Antonio area
began in 1857, well prior to the organization of Sierra County in 1884
and continued into the 1870s. Communities founded during that time
included Alamosa, Canada Alamosa, Alamocita, Las Palomas, San Jose,
San Albino, and Cuchillo. All but Cuchillo and Canada Alamosa, now
Monticello, have since disappeared beneath the waters of Elephant
Butte and Caballo reservoirs.
The first settlement south of Socorro came in 1819 at a place called
Valverde. Pedro Armendaris initiated the settlement by placing valley
lands under cultivation while his cattle, sheep, and horses grazed on
adjacent hills. He received a large land grant (No. 33), but Navajo raids
compelled Armendaris to abandon his projects in 1824. Valverde, site
of a major Civil War battle in 1862, remained unoccupied for more than
thirty years after Armendaris abandoned his holdings. 6
From the 1820s until early 1846 the southern frontier remained at
Socorro. In the latter year, San Antonio was founded on the west bank
of the Rio Grande, and San Pedro was established about the same time
on the opposite side.? Then in 1857 a U.s. deputy surveyor noted the
beginnings of a settlement later known as Paraje. The Paraje tow{lsite
lay on the eastern side of the Rio Grande flood plain in southern Socorro
county. Paraje's population exceeded 500 in 1870 but then declined to
less than 300 for the next several decades, enduring until the U.~.
4. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico, 1580-1594
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966), 171, 219; Isaac C. Stuck, "Field
Notes, Subdivisional Lines of T14S R5W," vol. 51643, Bureau of Land Management,
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Las Cruces Rio Grande Republican, May 31, 1884, p.1.
5. Oakah L. Jones, Jr., "Spanish Civil Communities and Settlers in Frontier New
Mexico, 1790-1810," in William S. Coker, ed., Hispanic-American Essays in Honor of Max
Leon Moorhead (Pensacola: Perdido Bay Press, 1979); Jones, Los Paisanos, 163; John P.
Wilson, Between the River and the Mountains: A History of Early Settlement in Sierra County,
New Mexico (Las Cruces, New Mexico: n.p., 1985); Richard L. Nostrand, "The Century
of Hispano Expansion," New Mexico Historical Review, 62 (October 1987), 382.
6. J. J. Bowden, Private Land Claims in the Southwest (6 vols., Houston: n.p., 1969),
II: 163-68; Joseph A. Tainter and Frances Levine, Cultural Resources Overview, Central New
Mexico (Albuquerque: U.s. Forest Service, 1987), 100-101.
7. J. W. Abert, Abert's New Mexico Report, 1846-47 (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace,
1962), 122; George F. Ruxton, Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains (Glorieta: Rio
Grande Press, 1973), 183.
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Reclamation Service commenced buying small holdings and village
properties as part of land acquisitions for Elephant Butte Reservoir in
1908. Most of the people had moved away by 1916, though a few
lingered into the early 1920s. Two miles north of Paraje, on the western
side of the Rio Grande, lay the tiny community of Bosque Bonito.
Whether it predated Paraje is not known, but Bosque Bonito was deserted by 1861. 8
The first settlement within the present bounds of Sierra County
was made on the western side of the Rio Grande Valley just below the
mouth of Alamosa Creek, about eighteen miles below Paraje. In June
1860 the U.S. Census enumerator wrote that San Ignacio de Alamosa
had been populated one year. The settlement was usually called Alamosa, although U.S. Army reports occasionally referred to it as Canada
Alamosa, a name already applied to the broad canyon drained by
Alamosa Creek. Settlement of Alamosa apparently followed an ageold pattern in New Mexico-a desire for land at a suitable, unclaimed
location to which a recognized leader or leaders brought an organized
group of families. Such a move fifteen years earlier would have presaged a request for a land grant, but now the land was part of the
public domain. Alamosa settlers, all native-born New Mexicans, suffered a number of adversities. During the first months of 1860 they
were in the midst of a brief but intense Indian war. A year and a half
later invading Confederates captured most of a company of Union
volunteers stationed there, following a brief skirmish. Severe floods in
spring 1862 destroyed fields and acequias along the Rio Grande, leaving
many families destitute. Another flood in 1865 wiped out most of that
year's crops. Apache raids kept the citizens fearful, although a new
military post, Fort McRae, was but seven miles distant. By October
1867 the town stood abandoned. 9
Rio Grande flooding in 1862 drove some of Alamosa's inhabitants
to seek a new location for their fields. By 1863, farmers cultivating
fields near the future village of Canada Alamosa still lived twenty miles
downstream at Alamosa. They built an irrigation ditch and planted
fields, and in 1864 Canada Alamosa gained its first residents. The first
filing for a land location at the new village of Canada Alamosa was
8. Las Cruces Citizen, April 21, 1955, pp. 1, 7, May 26, 1955, pp. 9, 14; Douglas K.
Boyd, Paraje (de Fra Cristobal); Investigations of a Territorial Period Hispanic Village Site in
Southern New Mexico (Amarillo: U.s. Department of Interior, 1986), 101-8, 401; Marion
C. Grinstead, Life and Death of a Frontier Fort; Fort Craig, New Mexico, 1854-1885 (Socorro:
Socorro County Historical Society, 1973), 19, 27-28.
9. John P. Wilson, "A Month at Fort McRae," Periodical No. 11 (April 1972), 11; Wilson,
Between the River, 33-41, 73-77.
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made in February 1864. After the second flood at Alamosa in 1865, an
Army officer encouraged the people still living there to move, and by
April 1866, Canada Alamosa had twenty-five or thirty jacal houses with
an estimated population of 150. 10 This and other daughter villages
completely superseded the older site of Alamosa.
Meanwhile, Alamocita, also called New Alamosa, lay on the eastern side of the Rio Grande opposite the old village of Alamosa. 11 Alamocita had a life of little more than ten years from its beginnings in
1866 or 1867. A later historian wrote that Alamocita had been deserted
since 1880 because the river had changed course, leaving irrigable lands
formerly east of the Rio Grande either destroyed or on the west side. 12
The people left for neighboring villages. No census mentioned Alamocita again unti1191O, when four families with twenty-four persons
lived there. That year, a U.S. Reclamation Service attorney securing
purchase contracts for small holdings at Alamocita, San Albino, and
San Jose, found that in "each instance the villages are the centers of
farming communities, the people living in a sort of community system,
a relic of other days when mutual protection was necessary."13 The
Reclamation Service purchased the lands at Alamocita in 1912.
In fall 1866, Apache attacks turned Canada Alamosa into a battleground, and by mid-December the situation was precarious. One report noted that some forty families had gone on to the Rio Grande. 14
At the mouth of Palomas Creek the refugees established a new' town,
originally called Rio Palomas and later known as Las Palomas. The
Apaches soon began depredating along Palomas Creek, prompting the
settlers there to petition the Army for assistance. 15
According to deputy surveyor Isaac Stuck, the Rio Palomas community had a population of about 250 persons by December 1867 and
contained some sixty jacal houses with more going up every day. Stuck
found a completely developed irrigation system in place and functioning along Palomas Creek. Cultivated fields commenced about two miles
10. William Ffrench to B. C. Cutler, July 7, 1865, file F-34-1865, roll 26, M-1120,
Record Group (RG) 393, National Archives, Washington, D.C.; Wilson, "A Month at Fort
McRae," 11; John Slater to Ffrench, April 1, 1886, file 5-36-1866, roll 4, M-1088, RG 393.
11. William Bell, New Tracks In North America (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1965),
247-48.
12. Las Cruces Citizen, April 21,.1955, p.14.
13. Las Cruces Rio Grande Republican, December 2, 1910, p.l.
14. R. C. Patterson to James H. Carleton, December 18, 1866, file P-18-1866, roll 4,
M-1088, RG 393.
15. John William Ellis to Assistant Adjutant General, September 5, 1867, Mescalero
Apache file 1859-1875, Albert H. Schroeder Papers, State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe.
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Map shows tributary streams and former and present settlements along the
Rio Grande in Sierra County (outlined in inset). Note the location of Elephant
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Butte· and Caballo reservoirs at center. Map was provided courtesy of the
author.
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upstream from the village and were continuous for another four miles.
Although he did not estimate the tilled acreage, the 1870 Census reported 24 farmers cultivating 690 acres. This would give a very high
average of almost 29 acres of improved land per farm. Stuck's description, made when Las Palomas was less than a year old, confirms the
general impression that Hispanic settlers in a new area gave their first
priority to digging an acequia, laying out fields, and planting crops.
They might or might not live within several miles of these fields. If
they could hold on for the first year, they stood a much better chance
of making their settlement permanent. In the case of Las Palomas it
was a near thing because of Indian raids, but the people persisted and
their descendants lived there until 1938. 16
The cultivated area at Las Palomas in 1880 totaled only 375 acres
for an average of 12.5 acres per farm, whereas an 1873 observer claimed
upwardS of 2,500 acres being farmed. These acreage figures apparently
reflected a rapid expansion in agriculture after 1870 to include nearby
Rio Grande bottom lands and the more remotely situated Las Animas
Creek Valley. By 1880 this expansion had collapsed, perhaps due to
floods along the river and the beginning of the debris or rock buildup in the vqlleys noted some twenty years later by a Bureau of Forestry
examiner. 17
The village of Cuchillo was founded in 1871. Cuchillo is a shortened
form of the original name for this town, which the U.S. Census returns
through 1900 identified as Cuchillo Negro. The community stands where
it has always stood, along the north side of the Cuchillo Negro Creek
Valley. The name was originally that of a Mimbres Apache chief killed
in 1857, but no documentation has yet been found to link him or his
band with this particular valley. As with the Canada Alamosa, cultivation in the Cuchillo Negro Valley predated a permanent settlement
there. Cuchillo's population probably peaked around 1885 when the
territorial census showed 296 people at'Cuchillo Negro, with 189 acres
of agricultural fields. Farming, stock raising, and probably wage work
were the major livelihoods when Cuchillo Negro lay on a major stage
and wagon route to the Black Range mining towns farther west, where
silver mining was at its height. 18
16. Isaac C. Stuck, "Field Notes, Subdivision Lines & Meanders of Fract. T14S R4W,"
vol. 51642, Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 33-36.
17. R. E. Benedict, "The Proposed Eastern Addition to the Gila River Forest Reserve,
New Mexico," December 1904, forest archaeologist's files, Gila National Forest Office,
Silver City, New Mexico, 7-8; Silver City Mining Life, June 28, 1873, p. 1.
18. Wilson, Between the River, 55-59.
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Unlike the other Sierra County towns there are no early descriptions of Cuchillo Negro. During fall and winter 1879-1880 Chief Victoria's Apaches ravaged the Cuchillo Negro and adjacent valleys, while
a year and a half later Chief Nana's band had a severe fight near
Cuchillo Negro with troopers of the Ninth Cavalry. Afterward, life
became quieter and the town gradually lost its prosperity. A reduction
in stream flow together with debris or rock accumulation in the valleys
began to show around 1890 and may have initiated local economic
decline. Floods and the destruction of homes and fields along Cuchillo
Negro Creek in 1904-1905 and again in the 1920s aggrevated the situation. Cuchillo today is a small village, the once-green fields now
being almost entirely brown. 19
Several other villages, including San Jose, San Albino, Zapata, and
Las Palomitas, also were established. All of them now are under the
waters'of Elephant Butte or Caballo reservoirs. Zapata was a tiny hamlet
along the Rio Grande about 3.5 miles below the mouth of Alamosa
Creek. It evidently began with a land location recorded in 1869. San
Jose and San Albino were small villages that probably never had more
than 100 people at either place. San Jose lay at the mouth of San Jose
arroyo on the western side of the Rio Grande while San Albino occupied
the east bank about one mile upstream. Claimants at both locations
seem to have taken possession in 1869. Agriculture still thrived at these
two towns in 1880 but had been abandoned by 1885. The 1910 census
recorded 87 people living in the San Jose precinct. Las Palomitas, in
the Rio Grande Valley about two miles north of Las Palomas, was
abandoned sometime after the river washed out its ditch system in the
.1880s. 20
From these beginnings the early history of Hispanic villages in
present-day Sierra County and the nature of their irrigation systems
can be traced. As one observer noted, "It seems to be a mania with the
Mexicans to locate on some small stream where a few acres of cultivable
land Can be found, and where the settlers are in danger every day of
19. Ibid., figure 3; Dan L. Thrapp, The Conquest of Apacheria (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1967), 214-15; Philip H. Sheridan, Record of Engagements with Hostile
Indians Within the Military Division of the Missouri, from 1868 to 1882 (Bellevue, Nebraska:
Old Army Press, 1969), 100; Benedict, "Proposed Eastern Addition," 7-8; Everett Reb,
"Cuchillo Was Stagecoach Waystation," Truth or Consequences Herald-Centennial Issue, May
2, 1984, section C, 7.
20. Las Cruces Citizen, April 21, 1955, pp. 1, 7, May 26, 1955, pp. 9, 14; Yeo, "Report
on Irrigation," 109; International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 322; Wilson, Between the River, 49-59, 73, 80.
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losing their lives by Indians."21 The traditional northern New Mexican
pattern of dependence upon ditch irrigation annd subsistence agriculture was modified considerbly in the Rio Grande Valley below Paraje. Settlers there had no land grants, (most held only rights of possession
to their lands), and farming was an uncertain business because water
control lay more with nature than with man.
Irrigation made agriculture in the valleys of the Rio Grande and
its tributaries possible. Farming on the fertile Rio Grande flood plain
carried a normal hazard of flooding in Mayor June, with possibly
disastrous decreases in river flow later during the growing season.
Tributaries offered more stable situations. As civil engineer W. W. Follett noted in 1896, "While the water supply is scanty, it is constant,
and the users have learned to utilize it fully, and they raise good crops
with an amount of water so small it would mean failure anywhere else
in the Territory."22 Overstocking reduced even the arable lands along
streams. Bureau of Forestry examiner R. E. Benedict explained:
The present area of irrigated lands in Sierra County, 3,700
acres, is considerably smaller than formerly owing to the diminished water supply, and many settlers who once had a supply of
water sufficient for domestic purposes and a garden, have been
compelled to dig wells not only for domestic but also for stock
purposes.. One of the most serious results of the denudation of
the foothill and mountain region is the destruction of bottomlands
of the streams. The narrow bottoms, which characterize the streams
in their course through the hills, are covered with a layer of rocks
and gravel sometimes several feet in depth. This debris not only
ruins the valuable grazing and possible agricultural value of these
lands, but also, being very loose, allows the water to flow entirely
underground, and the water is lost both to irrigation and to stock.
... The effects of the destruction of the sparse sod and chaparral
on the run-off and annual flow of the streams first began to show
itself in 1890, or thereabouts, after only a comparatively few years
of grazing. 23
Both contemporary observers and recent writers have given good
descriptions of Hispanic agriculture in New Mexico. Invariably they
assumed that farming was synonymous with ditch irrigation. This was
not always true. Geologist Kirk Bryan, for example, described how
21. Herbert M. Enos to Cyrus H. DeForrest, April 5, 1867, file Q-50-1867, roll 7, M1088, RG 393.
22. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 294.
23. Benedict, "Proposed Eastern Addition," 7-8.
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Hispanic farmers outside valleys with permanent running water practiced flood-water farming. 24
To understand how the settlers farmed in early Sierra County we
need a triad of sources. General accounts such as the ones just cited
constitute one component. Descriptions of particular irrigation systems
and practices at the time these were in use is another. Military reports,
newspaper accounts, and notes by land surveyors sometimes include
such information. The investigations by hydrographic or irrigation engineers who saw and understood the folk technologies involved with
farmer-built irrigation systems comprise the third and most important
source. Three excellent studies of this type included Sierra County.
Civil engineer W. W. Follett made the earliest study in 1896. Systematically inventorying irrigation ditches along the Rio Grande and its
tributaries, he estimated their )Ige, capacity, and the acreages they
watered. Herbert W. Yeo, during his service as state engineer for New
Mexico, continued and expanded upon Follett's system, distinguishing
for the first time between ditches that diverted flood waters and those
that used perennial stream flows or springs. A more recent compilation
specified the location, size, and nature of additional irrigation facilities
with great accuracy and included abandoned irrigation systems. These·
three studies alone would allow one to compile a nearly complete
inventory of historical irrigation systems in Sierra County. Ail additional, indispensable source for documenting the Rio Grande Valley
between Valverde and the Elephant Butte Dam site, however, is a series
of topographic map sheets produced by the U.s. Reclamation Service
in 1908. 25
24. Report of the Commissioner of Patents, 1851, Part II, Agriculture (Washington, D.C:
Government Printing Office, 1852), 478-92; Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the
Year 1852. Part II. Agriculture (Washingon, D. C: Government Printing Office, 1853), 34552; F. C Barker, Irrigation in Mesilla VaIlr:y, New Mexico, Water-Supply and Irrigation
Papers, Vol. 10 (Washington, D.C: U.S. Geological Survey, 1898); Sanford A. Mosk,
"The Influence of Tradition on Agriculture in New Mexico," in The Tasks of Economic
History (New York: New York University Press, 1942), 34-51; Josiah Gregg, Commerce of
the Prairies (2 vols., New York: J.B. Lippincott, 1962), I: 77-78; Marc Simmons, "Spanish
Irrigation Practices in New Mexico," New Mexico Historical Review, 47 (April 1972), 13550; Alvin R. Sunseri, "Agricultural Techniques in New Mexico at the Time of the AngloAmerican Conquest," Agricultural History, 47 (October 1973),329-37; Kirk Bryan, "FloodWater Farming," Geographical Review, 19 (July 1929), 444-56. See also Frank E. Wozniak,
Irrigation in the Rio Grande Valley, New Mexico: An Annotated Bibliography (Amarillo: U.S.
Department of the Interior, 1986).
25. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, II: 284-300, 321-23; Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," Water Facilities Area Plan for Alamosa River, Rio Cuchillo Negro, Palomas
River, Rio Seco, Rio Animas, and Perchas Creek Watersheds, New Mexico (Washington, D.C:
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Sierra County's earliest settlements used three types of irrigation
systems: traditional ditch irrigation from perennial streams; flood-water
systems; and farming river bends. The most unique development,
farming of river bends, was employed along the Rio Grande Valley
below Paraje south to the latitude of Caballo Dam. This was the stretch
where the Rio Grande looped from side to side within a narrow valley
and created small bottoms in its bends. The agricultural systems at San
Albino, San Jose, Zapata, Las Palomitas, and presumably at Alamocita
were dependent upon farming these river bends because there were
no other arable lands. Individual ranches along this stretch of the valley
evidently followed the same practice. The terrace level or second bottom was potential farm land. As territorial Governor William Carr Lane
noted in 1853, "The soil of River bottoms, where they are subject to
be overflowed, are Sandy & unfit for Cultivation; above this level they
are fertile and easy of irrigation. "26
Acequias took irrigation water directly from the Rio Grande at the
head of the bends and conveyed it along the base of the river bluffs.
Lateral structures, if present at all, were minimal. This manner of farming could be highly productive, but it was risky because the river's
course was subject to change with every increase in flow, much more
in this narrow section of the Rio Grande than in broader stretches of
the valley. It was only a question of time until a major' flood washed
away the ditches and farmlands while it created bends at new locations.
Another problem was reduced flow in the Rio Grande after 1880
due to excessive withdrawals in the San Luis Valley of southern Colorado. 27 Local informants told Follett that in five of the eight years between 1889 and 1896, the Rio Grande ran dry for part of the year at
Las Palomas. Stream-gauge records at San Marcial, a small community
founded about 1864 near Fort Craig, began in 1895. A dry river was
noted during some part of the irrigation season in twenty-two of the
next thirty years of record. 28 Below San Marcial to Palomas Creek inflow
from tributaries is abnormal.
A combination of normal hazards to farming the river bends in
U.S. Department of Agriuclture, 1940); Rio Grande Project, New Mexico, Engle Reservoir,
Sheets 1-10, variously titled, (N.p.: U.S. Reclamation Service, 1908).
26. Carson, "William Carr Lane," 228.
27. Newell, Report on Agriculture, 195, 201; International Boundary Commission,
Proceedings, 286, 295-300; C. R. Hedke, "A Report on the Irrigation Development and
Water Supply of the Middle Rio Grande Valley, N.M.," Special Collections, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
28. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 295; Hedke, "Report on Irrigation Development," 12.
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the Rio Grande Valley with decreased river flow during the irrigation
season brought agriculture to a virtual halt even before construction
on Elephant Butte Dam began in 1910. Agricultural census schedules
for 1880 show that communities now beneath Elephant Butte Reservoir
may have cultivated up to 215 acres. The 1885 territorial census for San
Jose and San Albino listed seventy-four acres in tillage but crop production zero. Herbert Yeo found cultivation decreasing at the two towns
in 1907, with only 160 and 100 acres being farmed at the two communities, a substantial decline from the 300 and 200 acres that Follett
reported under irrigation in 1896. Yeo also listed three of the four
ditches upstream from San Jose and San Albino and five of the six
ditches below these communities as abandoned. Other ditch systems
along the Rio Grande in Sierra County had been abandoned or were
decreasing in extent in 1907 as well. Yeo confirmed that the Alamocita
ditch was abandoned because of a change in the river, while at Las
Palomitas and Hot Springs a facility that had irrigated 900 acres washed
out and was abandoned in 1884. 29 A mining boom in western Sierra
County after 1877 provided expanded job opportunities and undoubtedly encouraged a trend away from farming towards wage work. By
1908, according to Follett, Yeo, and Stoes, people had forsaken farming
and were moving away. .
The type of irrigation system called farming the river bends has
not been described previously for understandable reasons·. The communities where it was practiced have almost been forgotten. The facilities were in virtual disuse by 1907, and much earlier at some locations.
No one left a contemporary description. Indeed, without the detailed
1908 U.S. Reclamation Service map sheets, determining how people
had farmed in such an unfavorable setting might have been impossible.
This system apparently was not employed at other places in New
Mexico. The settlers in Sierra County obviously adapted experience
gained elsewhere with ditch irrigation to a new physiographic situation
and came up with a refinement of what Father Eusebio Kino and lieutenant Juan Mateo Manje witnessed among the Gila River Pima Indians
of southern Arizona in 1699. There, planting was done in sandbanks
and river bends after the spring floods had receded, and the crops
were left to mature without irrigation. 30
29. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 322; Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 113-15.
30. Ernest J. Burrus, S.J., Kino and Manje: Explorers of Sonora and Arizona, Their Vision
of the Future (Rome: Jesuit Historical Institute, 1971), 399, 423, 438.
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The agricultural settlements at Canada Alamosa (Monticello), Cuchillo, and Las Palomas, meanwhile, all depended on water diversion
from perennial streams, springs, or subsurface flows that rose to the
surface. Although limited, these sources were relatively constant. In a
letter of June 25, 1868, New Mexico Surveyor General John Clark provided a good description of conventional ditch irrigation:
The method of irrigating is as follows: Ditches or canals are
excavated and the water conveyed from the stream with just fall
enough to preserve the full quantity or volume deemed necessary,
and diverging from the stream as the surface of the land will
permit, so as to include all the lands below... : The land is prepared for planting by laying it off in beds or lots averaging in size,
according as the surface is level or otherwise, from a sixteenth part
of an acre to two or three acres. Around each of these beds--which
are required to be level or nearly scr-there is raised a light embankment six or eight inches above the level, leaving a shallow
ditch between, through which the water is drawn, and from which
the land is flooded, to the depth of two or three inches, as often
as required for the growth of the crop. The water being let through
the embankment as above and the beds covered to the proper
depth, the embankment is again closed and the water left to be
absorbed by the soil. The small irrigating ditches above described
communicate with the main ditch (acequia madre).3l
Clark also described irrigation frequency and how the amount of irrigable land was limited only by the quantity of water. Stream water
levels, were raised to the elevation of ditch heads by temporary brush
diversion dams, piers, or sand or earth-fill bars across low water channels of more ephemeral drainages.
Clark's description of beds or lots was a reference to what was
called flooding in checks. Fields were arranged in a series of checks or
squares at descending elevations. Las Cruces horticulturalist F. C. Barker described this layout in his detailed account of irrigation in the
Mesilla Valley:
In order to get the water upon the land, a side or lateral ditch
is carried from the main ditch or larger lateral along the highest
side of the land to be irrigated. The field is then laid out into
squares or oblong beds--check beds, as they are usually called31. John A. Clark to Joseph S. Wilson, June 25, 1868, Letters Sent, Volume II (18561874),92-94, reel 56, U.S. Surveyor General, Microfilm of Papers Relating to New Mexico
Land Grants, Zimmerman Library.
'
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Diagram illustrates the method of flood irrigation in checks, described in F. C.
Barker's Irrigation in Mesilla Valley, New Mexico, and used by late nineteenthcentury settlers along tributaries of the Rio Grande.
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surrounded by borders of earth about a foot high. These check
beds vary in size from 30 feet square to 60 by 100 feet, according
to the fall of the land and the crop to be irrigated. Of course if the
fall of the land is great the check beds must be correspondingly
smaller.
The water is let into the first bed from the lateral ditch, either
by means of a box and gate. . . . or by breaking down an opening
in the bank with a large hoe. As soon as the first bed is flooded,
the border at a point at the end of this bed is broken down and
the water allowed to flow into the second bed, and so on until the
whole field has been flooded. Of course a series of these beds may
be irrigated at the same time, the number depending upon the
flow of water.... Beds numbered 1, 5, 9, and 13 may all be
irrigated simultaneously, and as they are finished those adjoining
are flooded.
This is the system invariably practiced by the Mexicans, but
it has the disadvantage of letting the water drain off from the upper
beds onto the lowest one when the water is shut off, thus giving
an undue proportion of water to the end bed....
This system of flooding and level culture is practiced for all
small grain crops, beans, orchards, and alfalfa.... For crops cultivated on ridges, such as tomatoes, chili, sweet potatoes, etc., a
modification is introduced. Ridges are made in the check beds, as
shown in beds 2,3 and 4 of the diagram [see illustration, p. 347],
the ridges being shaded in the diagram and the furrows running
between. 32
A series of check beds would give the visual effect of terraces. Field
drainage was unknown and storage reservoirs were rare. Communityowned ditch systems still existed in 1940 at Monticello on Alamosa
Creek, on the upper and middle reaches of Cuchillo Negro Creek at
Chiz and Cuchillo respectively, along the middle and lower stretches
of Palomas Creek, and on the lower part of Las Animas Creek. The
ditch at Chiz served about 58 acres; the one at Monticello some 650
acres. Other field systems ranged from 300 to 400 acres. There were
also smaller, privately-owned irrigation systems. The extent and locations of these varied through time. 33
Most of the farms in tributary valleys were located along these
four principal drainages, but the smaller streams were used as well.
Follett listed a ditch system watered by springs in the Cienega de los
Apaches (now Trujillo Canyon) that furnished water to irrigate 60 acres.
32. Barker, Irrigation in Mesilla Valley, 24-26.
33. Water Facilities Area Plan.
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Someone probably refurbished a prehistoric irrigation system noted at
the same location in 1873. Another ditch supplied by springs in upper
Berrenda Creek carried water to an 80-acre tract. Yeo, who called this
arroyo Jaralosa Creek, found 90 acres under irrigation near Lake Valley
in 1928. Water from Tierra Blanca Creek supplied 60 tilled acres on two
ranches during normal seasons while three private diversions on North
Percha Creek irrigated 100 acres of land. The four spring and floodwater ditch systems that Yeo listed for Percha Creek between Kingston
and Hillsboro had evidently been abandoned by 1940. The Monticello
irrigation system, the most viable, still waters about 600 acres'. 34
Engineer Follett operated under severe time limitations in 1896
and he may have missed some of the smaller networks, including
facilities that had already been abandoned. He either did not recognize
or did not report flood-water diversions. Yeo tabulated three small
flood-water systems above Lake Valley on Jaralosa (Berrenda) Creek
that furnished water for 100 acres, one such system on Tierra Blanca
Creek that watered 30 acres, three private ditches along the middle
Arroyo Seco that carried flood-water and subsurface flow to an estimated 100 acres, ten private flood~water diversion systems near the
headwaters of Cuchillo Negro Creek (watering 165 acres), and three
private ditches on lower Cuchillo Negro Creek that allowed irrigation
of some 105 acres. On lower Alamosa Creek, Yeo found 225 acres, most
of it irrigated pasture, supplied by four private flood-water systems. 35
He gave the dates of construction 'as "old," which in the context of his
report meant before 1907.
The 1940 survey listed only six flood irrigation systems along the
middle and lower reaches of Alamosa Creek and the four ditch systems
on Percha Creek. The latter served about 100 acres below Hillsboro,
primarily with flood waters. The facilities on Arroyo Seco had been
abandoned. Descriptions of two systems (numbered 5 and 8) on Alamosa Creek are quoted here. They were typical in some respects yet
quite different from Kirk Bryan's acccounts of flood-water farming. 36
5. This is a flood irrigation system which serves about 40 acres of
land. The diversion dam which is located in Sec. 27, T. 11 5., R.
5 W. is the usual sand fill. There is an elaborate distribution system
34. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 321; Silver City Mining Life,
June 28, 1873, p. 1; Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 172; Gordon Solberg, "The Alamosa
Irrigation System," Dry Country News, 3 (Fall 1979), 4-7.
35. Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 180-81.
36. Water Facilities Area Plan, 39-40, 47, 92, 94; Bryan, "Flood-Water Farming," 45354.
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in excellent condition and evidence of good crops produced· on
the land.
8. This is also a flood irrigation system and the last system on the
Alamosa River [sic]. The usual type of temporary diversion dam
is located in Sec. 34, T. 11 S., R. 4 W. about 3 miles above the point
where the river flows into the Elephant Butte Reservoir. There is
a main canal, in good condition, about 2 miles long and several
laterals as well as a small reservoir which holds 2 or 3 acre-feet of
water. It is estimated that some 75 acres are irrigated at present
and that possibly 30 more have been abandoned because of encroachment of the shore line of the reservoir. 37
System No.8 actually lay at the south edge of Section 34 and overlapped
significantly into Sections 2 and 3, Township 12 South, Range 4 West.
J
Bryan, who relied upon both his own observations in the course
of geologic field work and on informants, described several types of
Hispanic flood-water systems from north central New Mexico. By the
time his report appeared in 1929, flood-water fields in main valleys
were rare, a factor he attributed to the dissection of arroyo channels
beginning about 1880. He believed dependence on flood waters had
been more extensive at one time and may have been the basis for some
community irrigation systems. Flood-water fields in the twentieth century have been used to produce forage and improve pasturage. In Sierra
County there is no evidence that flood-water diversions were widely
done. 38
The original settlement of Alamosa is a mystery in several respects.
Early Socorro County records contain no land locations or quitclaim
deeds for Alamosa. The nature of agriculture and irrigation facilities
there is uncertain, prior to development of fields at Canada Alamosa
in 1863. Private Lewis F. Roe passed Alamosa or "Canon La Moose"
as he called it on April 7, 1861, and noted "A good deal of land around
it under cultivation." As early as April 1859 Captain J. P. Hatch drew
a field map that featured a "ranch" at the mouth of an unnamed tributary valley north of Canada de Palomas. 39 If this ranch represented
Alamosa, then the fields that Hatch showed on the south side of the
adjacent valley belonged to the town. Deputy Surveyor Fred Shaw
37. Water Facilities Area Plan, 39-40.
38. Bryan, "Food-Water Farming," 453-54; Water Facilities Area Plan, 26; C P; Wilson,
P. E. Neale, K. W. Parker, and H. N. Watenpaugh, Soil and Rainfall Conservation in New
Mexico (State College, N.M.: Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 238, 1936), 34.
39. Lewis F. Roe, copy of an untitled journal of military escort from Fort Craig,
New Mexico, to Forts Buckman and Breckenridge, Arizona, April 5 to June 1, 1861, in
author's possession; Wilson, Between the River, Frontispiece.
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evidently saw what remained of these fields when he.subdivided fractional Township 12 South, Range 4 West in December 1883:
There is some good valley land in sees. 1,2 & 3 and known as the
valley of Canada de Alamosa. The greater part of this valley was,
at one time, under cultivation, but on account of a scarcity of water
is now abandoned. 40
In 1928 some 225 acres of hay and pasture land were still irrigated from
flood waters. 41 The location. is identical with that described above as
system No.8 in 1940.
Before one concludes that a flood-water irrigation system established at the mouth of the Canada Alamosa in 1859 continued in use
through 1940, there is a more incredible part to the story. Brevet Colonel
Herbert M. Enos visited the town of Canada Alamosa on March 15-16,
1867. He noted that about seventy-five persons remained there, many
people having left on account of Indian hostilities. Enos estimated 500
acres in cultivation along eight miles of the valley with good crops of
corn, wheat, and vegetables. With respect to water,
The stream sinks a short distance below the town, the water,
however, is carried in acequias several miles further down the
valley, and before this town was established the water was even
taken to the mouth of the Canon, which opens on the Rio Grande,
a distance of Twenty Miles. 42
If Enos was correct, the fields at the mouth of the Canada Alamosa
not only belonged to Alamosa, they were watered by the permanent
flow of Alamosa Creek, conveyed some twenty miles or more through
a ditch system to the point of use. This was a remarkable construction
feat. The delivery of water so far down the canyon must have been
unreliable, and there is a clear implication that this system was converted at some later time from conventional ditch irrigation to floodwater diversion, that is, to system No.8. Indeed, most or all of the six
flood-water systems on Alamosa Creek in 1940 may have been segments of the original Alamosa ditch modified to carry flood flows for
shorter distances. 43 Between 1859 and 1862, Alamosa's residents probably farmed one of the river bends as well.
40. Fred C. Shaw, "Field Notes, Survey of Subdivision of Frac. T12S R4W," vol.
51603, New Mexico State Office, Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, 56-57.
41. Yeo, "Report on Irrigation:' 173.
42. Enos to DeForrest, April 5, 1867.
43. Water Facilities Area Plan, 39-40.
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In various stages of decay, three houses of old town San Marcial are silent
sentinels to what had been a thriving ranch, farm, and railroad center during
the 1920s. Floods forced eventual abandonment. Courtesy of Rio Grande Collections, New Mexico State University.

The adobe walls of the Catholic church at San Marcial finally succumbed to
collapse in (May 1937 after being soaked by flood waters eight years earlier.
Courtesy of Rio Grande Collections, New Mexico State University.
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Settlers established their farms and villages with the intention of
selling part of their produce to nearby military posts or to the Southern
Apache Agency at Canada Alamosa. This expectation was realized to
some extent. During 1870 Estanislado Montoya, an entrepreneur from
San Antonio, New Mexico, held a contract to provide Fort McRae with
one hundred thousand pounds of corn, at a generous price of $4.32
per one hundred pounds. An Alamocita merchant sold twenty-one
thousand pounds of corn to the Indian agency at Canada Alamosa in
1872, a delivery that would have amounted to 20 percent of the corn
crop at Alamocita as of 1870. While the people of Sierra County's villages remained highly traditional in their ways, the twentieth-century
view that subsistence farming doomed families to a minimal economic
level does not reflect farmers' expectations accurately when settlements
were formed initially many years earlier. Another complication follow. ing the Civil War was that the army and the New Mexico Indian superintendency purchased supplies almost exclusively by contracts
awarded through competitive bidding. By contrast, large numbers of
casual purcha,ses from individuals were made in earlier years. After
the war a small producer had to sell, or more likely barter, his grain
to the contractors' agents and local merchants at their prices. 44
The earliest settlers south of Paraje practiced a high-risk system
of cultivating the loops where the Rio Grande wound through a long,
constricted valley section. Floods damaged or destroyed these riverbend farms periodically. Traditional ditch irrigation was employed by
the larger, community-owned systems in valleys west of the Rio Grande.
Flood-water farming in these same valleys may have utilized the facilities of unsuccessful or abandoned ditch systems. Yet these types of
irrigation systems also intergraded, as Bryan found with his types and
classes of flood-water farming sites. Above Hillsboro on Percha Creek,
water was derived from both springs and flood flows. Flood waters
and subsurface flow furnished the irrigation water on Arroyo Seco.
The same was true for both of the community ditch systems on Palomas
Creek and the Chiz community ditch on upper Cuchillo Negro Creek
as well. Underflow appeared at intervals along Las Animas Creek and
was diverted. 45 Reliance on multiple water sources makes dividing
44. "Contracts made by Quartermaster's Department during year ending December
31, 1870," Senate Exec. Doc. 21, 41st Cong., 3d sess., 2; Wilson, Between the River, 47,
94-96; Joan M. Jensen, "'I've Worked, I'm Not Afraid of Work': Farm Women in New
Mexico, 1920-1940," New Mexico Historical Review, 61 (January 1986), 40; Robert W. Frazer,
Forts and Supplies: The Role of the Army in the Economy of the Southwest, 1846-1861 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1983), 102-15.
45. Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 172-73.
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farming sites and types of irrigation facilities neatly between ditch
irrigation and flood-water diversions impossible. To recognize how the
settlers actually conducted farming requires technical as well as historical expertise.
Scholars today also face substantial problems in attempting to learn
who built or used these folk-technology irrigation systems. How is one
to identify either of these when farmers who lived at Alamosa, Alamocita, and Las Palomas worked fields twenty miles away? How is
one to know when a ditch system was built? This last determination
may be highly important in assigning priority water rights, but there
is no easy solution. There are no obvious distinctions to identify a
given system as having been built by prehistoric Indians or by historic
Hispanic or Anglo-American farmers--or even by Southern Apache
Indians. During the 1850s, Indian agent Michael Steck established Apache
farms with irrigated fields along portions of Palomas and Las Animas
creeks. Almost a century earlier Southern Apache Indians had been
reported farming with the aid of irrigation. 46
The most plausible way for any newly-arrived group to develop
an irrigation facility was to repair and expand an earlier one. At the
Cienega de los Apaches this is almost surely what happened. Along
Palomas and Las Animas creeks, the Apache farms had been abandoned
for scarcely ten years when settlers first came to Rio Palomas. It is also
possible that ditch and diversion systems were created and modified
over a number of years as people repaired, added to, reduced, or rebuilt
facilities as they saw fit. Similar problems in attribution should be
expected elsewhere.
Documents may prove who used a particular network at some
point in time, but surviving features alone cannot tell us who built,
refurbished, expanded, or last used them. The age of a system or its
components is not necessarily evident by its construction nor should
it be assumed that all parts of an abandoned facility were in use simultaneously. While the remaining traces show that a structure was
built, they do not tell us that it worked reliably or even at all.
The apparent source for irrigation water also may be deceptive.
From physical evidence alone it can be difficult to determine whether
a ditch irrigation system originally built to carry water to the mouth
of the Canada Alamosa was converted later into a series of flood-water
diversions. Identification of old fields, such as those seen by surveyor
Shaw in 1883, leads to questions of how they were watered. Where
46. Daniel Tyler, "Dating the Caflo Ditch: Detective Work in the Pojoaque Valley,"
New Mexico Historical Review, 61 (January 1986), 15-25; Wilson, Between the River, 13-17.
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fields were irrigated by temporary diversion works, the latter may not
be evident. Check beds become obscured in time.
The intention in outlining so many complicating factors has not
been to show that one cannot be sure about anything or that Sierra
County is an unusually complex situation. But such problems do exist,
and they are not necessarily unique to Sierra County or even to New
Mexico. Avoiding overeasy assumptions, such as attributing construction of a ditch to the first recorded modern occupant of a tract or
correlating an old irrigation ditch with an adjacent prehistoric ruin
when the fields alongside were still used in 1940, requires the perspectives of several professions. A wide range of sources exists, some
not within the purview of any single field, and these must be sought.
Sierra County is a good example.
To learn how settlements were formed is a historical problem.
Determining the nature of their agricultural systems, however, requires
attention to the landscape as well-either first-hand or, when the community lies beneath a reservoir, from records. The physical evidence
of irrigation systems is a beginning point, but the perspectives of history, archaeology, hydrology, engineering, economics, and agronomy
should all be employed to determine what people were doing and how
they were doing it. Answers can be found if enough information can
be assembled, even for types of irrigation systems no longer in use
and lacking contemporary descriptions.
Were the early Sierra County communities unique in any respects
or were they typical of agricultural settlements dependent on irrigation
elsewhere in New Mexico? The Sierra County towns proliferated-not
one but a dozen communities-within little more than ten years, following a slow progression of settlement down the Rio Grande over the
previous 150 years. One recent study labeled the period of the 1860s
the decade of greatest expansion in Hispanic settlement in the years
between 1790 and 1900. 47 The only population movement on a scale
comparable to the thrust down the Rio Grande was the settlement of
the Rio Bonito-Ruidoso-Hondo valleys east of the Sacramento and
-Capitan mountains.
As for farming, the technique of cultivating the river bends, not
known to have been used elsewhere, was a gambler's approach to
irrigation. Why the mouth of Alamosa Creek was chosen for the first
settlement is not known, although economic considerations undoubtedly had a part in it. Population growth upriver could scarcely have
outgrown the land base there, while Alamosa's remoteness from other
47. Nostrand, "The Century of Hispano Expansion," 385.
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settlements or military garrisons left it exposed to Indian attacks. The
early communities were more typical in their adoption of ditch irrigation where feasible, in group movements to found new settlements,
and in relying on agriculture to the near exclusion of animal husbandry
other than work oxen and a few chickens, horses, and hogs. An absence
of sheep also was common for these Hispanic communities founded
at the time. The courage exhibited by inadequately armed settlers in
the face of frequent Indian hostilities was also characteristic.
As a final complication, not everything that appears to have been
an irrigation ditch necessarily supplied water for crops. Stuck's 1867
survey plat of Township 14 South, Range 5 West, showed the cultivated
lands of Rio Palomas ending about one mile short of the eastern boundary of this township. However, "The acequia extends 1 mile beyond
the eastern boundary of the township & the water from it is used in
the town of Rio Polomas." Lieutenant William Woods Averell helped
construct a similar ditch to provide Fort Craig with a domestic water
supply by placing a diversion across Milligan Gulch, which in 1858
carried a stream flow to within three miles of the Rio Grande. A current
then ran in the ditch and the fort had its own running water. 48
Agriculture and village life went together in early Sierra County.
Both involved irrigation carried on in a variety of ways. An understanding of how the settlers farmed must depend upon intensive scrutiny of historical sources and an understanding of the hydrographic
possibilities as well as the interpretation of physical remains. Even so,
after considering the many alternatives, we may still find nearly as
many questions as we do answers.

48. Stuck, "Field Notes, Tl4S, R5W," 71; Edward K. Eckert and Nicholas J. Amato,
eds., Ten Years in the Saddle: The Memoir of William Woods Averell (San Rafael, California:
Presidio Press, 1978), 135-36.

